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a b s t r a c t 

The shift from host-centric to information-centric networking (ICN) promises seamless communication 

in mobile networks. However, most existing works either consider well-connected networks with high 

node density or introduce modifications to ICN message processing for delay-tolerant networking (DTN). 

In this work, we present agent-based content retrieval, which provides information-centric DTN support 

as an application module without modifications to ICN message processing. This enables flexible inter- 

operability in changing environments. If no content source can be found via wireless multi-hop routing, 

requesters may exploit the mobility of neighbor nodes (called agents) by delegating content retrieval to 

them. Agents that receive a delegation and move closer to content sources can retrieve data and return it 

back to requesters. We show that agent-based content retrieval may be even more efficient in scenarios 

where multi-hop communication is possible. Furthermore, we show that broadcast communication may 

not be necessarily the best option since dynamic unicast requests have little overhead and can better 

exploit short contact times between nodes (no broadcast delays required for duplicate suppression). 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The wide proliferation of embedded and mobile devices has

riven recent advances for the Internet of Things (IoT) and perva-

ive mobile computing. In this area, information-centric network-

ng (ICN) has been identified as a promising networking approach

ecause it enables communication based on context (content avail-

bility in the neighborhood) [1–3] . ICN can support ubiquitous

ost mobility [4] because communication is not based on endpoint

dentifiers but on named data. Thus, content can be retrieved from

he nearest node that can provide the content [5–10] . 

Existing routing protocols for wireless multi-hop communica-

ion consider either well-connected networks or delay-tolerant

etworks (DTN). In this paper, we investigate information-centric

TN support via agent-based content retrieval (ACR). In ACR, re-

uesters can delegate content retrieval to mobile nodes (called

gents) who will retrieve content on their behalf. Requesters can

hen retrieve content from agents when they meet them again.

arlier studies [11] have shown that human mobility exhibits tem-

oral and spatial periodicity. This means that people tend to have

trong location preferences in their daily mobility and meet other

ndividuals regularly. ACR can exploit this property since agents
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with different mobility patterns as requesters) can request content

n locations requesters would never visit. In contrast to traditional

pportunistic networking, no neighbor discovery is required. Users

an broadcast requests and only nodes that can provide the de-

ired content (or service) will reply. The lack of a reply means that

o neighbor node can (or is willing) to provide the requested con-

ent, which—in terms of content retrieval—is equivalent to having

o neighbors. 

We base our work on Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [12] ,

hich is a popular ICN architecture that follows a layered struc-

ure. In CCN, routing and caching is performed on every node at a

CN daemon (CCND) and additional functionality can be provided

y application modules (above the CCND). If applications provide a

ertain service or content, they can register prefixes at the CCND

o receive requests from other nodes or applications. This means

hat the CCND includes only vital ICN functionality (to limit the

rocessing complexity such that line-speed operations can be sup-

orted) and individual nodes can have extended functionality by

unning additional applications. 

Consequently, we implement ACR as an application module to

e run on mobile nodes. Since message processing at the CCND

s not modified, ACR can be combined with multi-hop routing

rotocols such as Dynamic Unicast (DU, see Section 4 ), enabling

nteroperability in dense and sparse environments. For example,

 requester could initially try to retrieve content via multi-hop

U if the node density is high ( Fig. 1 a). However, if the node

ensity is low, content retrieval via multi-hop DU would not be
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 1. Content Retrieval in Different Environments. 
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successful. Then, requesters may delegate content retrieval to

agents who move closer to content sources, can retrieve content

and deliver it back to requesters as illustrated in Fig. 1 b. Further-

more, requesters can switch back to multi-hop DU at any time to

retrieve content from content sources or agents if the node density

is sufficient to enable efficient multi-hop communication. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 

• We present agent-based content retrieval (ACR), which pro-

vides information-centric DTN support as an application mod-

ule without modifications to ICN message processing. This en-

ables interoperability between dense and sparse networks, i.e.,

the combination of DTN and multi-hop routing. 

• We implement ACR and compare it to multi-hop routing in ex-

tensive evaluations. We show that ICN communication can ben-

efit from mobility such that ACR is superior to multi-hop rout-

ing (message overhead and content retrieval time) even in cases

where multi-hop routing is possible. 

• We show that broadcast communication is not necessarily the

best option in mobile multi-hop communication. Dynamic Uni-

cast (DU) has little overhead and is robust in low mobility sce-

narios as well as high mobility scenarios with limited path

length. Breaking of symmetric (Interest-Data) forwarding paths

is no issue because content returns within milliseconds, i.e., the

topology has not changed much. 

To increase the credibility of our results, we have implemented

all protocols in CCNx 0.8.2 [13] and evaluated them by extensive

evaluations with NS3-DCE [14] on a Linux cluster [15] . 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2 we give an overview of CCN and multi-hop content re-

trieval. Section 3 describes our design for ACR. Multi-hop content

retrieval for dense environments is described in Section 4 . Evalua-

tion results are presented in Section 5 and we describe our lessons

learned in Section 6 . Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7 . 

2. Related work 

2.1. Content-centric networking 

Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [12] is based on two mes-

sage types: Interests and Data . Content is organized in segments.

Every segment, which is included in a Data message, has a unique

name and is signed by the publisher who created the content. CCN

follows a pull-based communication strategy, where requesters

need to send Interests for all segments of a content object to re-

trieve the complete content object. Interests are forwarded based

on longest-prefix matching and Data follows the reverse path back

to requesters. The CCNx project [13] provides a reference imple-

mentation of the CCN concepts. The core element of CCNx is the

CCN Daemon (CCND), which performs message processing and for-
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.006 
arding decisions. Links between forwarding engines (CCNDs) on

ifferent hosts or local applications are called faces. 

CCN message processing is based on a Forwarding Information

ase (FIB) to forward Interests towards content sources, a Pending

nterest Table (PIT) to aggregate already sent Interests for the du-

ation of an Interest lifetime (or less if satisfied by Data earlier) as

ell as a Content Store (CS), which is used as cache. Content is per-

istently stored and provided to others by repositories, which are

mplemented as applications. Repositories are linked to the CCND

ia internal faces. 

Named Data Networking (NDN) [16] is a NSF-funded Future In-

ernet project, which was originally based on CCNx. Although NDN

nd CCN have split in August 2013, NDN continued using a mod-

fied CCNx implementation (renamed to NDNx [17] ). Since August

014, NDNx features a new implementation including a new NDN

orwarding Daemon (NFD). In this paper, we used CCNx 0.8.2, be-

ause it was the latest available CCN source code at the time of

ur evaluations. However, with the publication of CCNx 1.0 [18] ,

here have been major changes to CCNx, e.g., longest-prefix match-

ng (LPM) and Exclude filters (EFs) [19] are no longer supported,

hile they are still supported in NDNx [20] . Since LPM and EFs

re required to create an agent list for agent delegation, future

CR implementations should rather be based on NDNx instead of

CNx. Despite the new implementation, NDNx concepts and mes-

age fields are still similar to previous CCNx 0.x versions, which we

sed in our evaluations. 

.2. Multi-hop content retrieval 

Multi-hop content retrieval is required if a requester can not

each a content source directly. We differentiate between wireless

outing protocols in connected networks and delay-tolerant com-

unication protocols in disrupted networks. 

.2.1. Wireless ICN routing protocols 

Many wireless ICN routing protocols rely exclusively on broad-

ast communication. It has been shown [6] that ICN outperforms

obileIP for vehicular communication with high node velocities.

everal enhancements [7] have been proposed for wireless (multi-

op) broadcast communication such as a collision avoidance timer

duplicate suppression) and a pushing timer (shorter forwarding

elays for vehicles farther away from the content source). While

ocation information encoded in names [7] may enable traffic in-

ormation to be quickly forwarded further away from where it was

riginated, it would also require forwarding strategies to under-

tand name semantics. 

To avoid complex forwarding strategies based on name seman-

ics, a Link Adaptation Layer (LAL) [21] has been proposed to

upport broadcast forwarding based on distance information. It is

 2.5 layer protocol that appends GPS coordinates in additional

eaders to all MAC messages. Besides a GPS receiver, every node
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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equires a digital map to locate nodes on the map. Messages are

orwarded with a delay based on the distance to the previous

ode: the shorter is the distance, the longer is the wait. More

ecent work [10] built upon LAL has introduced the concept of

eo-faces. Data names of producers are bound to geographic re-

ions (squares on a digital map) such that Interests can be di-

ected towards these regions. The location (region) of Data produc-

rs is discovered via flooding. The most evident drawbacks of these

pproaches are the significantly increased processing overhead to

ompare coordinates in all messages (location-based forwarding)

nd the requirement to use GPS receivers and digital maps. Fur-

hermore, squares on a digital map may be traveled quickly, i.e.,

articularly vehicles near borders may change regions frequently,

esulting in imprecise routing decisions. 

Another approach for pedestrian mobility uses hop distance in-

ormation for forwarding [8] . To support this, hop information and

rovider IDs are included in Interest and Data messages. While this

pproach may run on resource constrained devices, it introduces

ther significant drawbacks. First, if provider IDs are added to mes-

ages, communication is not strictly information-centric anymore

ince provider IDs matter such that provider handovers [8] are re-

uired. In addition, Interest aggregation in the PIT becomes more

omplex for multiple requesters because of different provider IDs

nd (potentially) different hop distances. Furthermore, hop dis-

ances may be inaccurate for cached Data in case of mobility. If

op distances and provider IDs would be updated at every hop,

hey cannot be protected by the publisher’s signature making it

ulnerable to attacks. 

To retrieve content quickly from any available content source

nd enable resilience to user mobility, all approaches described

bove are based on broadcast exclusively. This means that Interest

essages may address multiple content sources at the same time.

ith ubiquitous caching in ICN, content density increases drasti-

ally and even more nodes may be able to return Data in response

o broadcast Interests. To avoid collisions and enable duplicate sup-

ression, Data messages need to be delayed. However, these broad-

ast delays decrease broadcast throughput significantly. In earlier

ork we have, therefore, developed Dynamic Unicast (DU) [22] for

pportunistic one-hop communication. DU uses broadcast commu-

ication only to find a content source but as soon as Data is re-

urning back, a dynamic unicast face can be configured towards

he content source. Dynamic Unicast can also be extended to wire-

ess multi-hop communication and we describe this in Section 4 . 

Experiments in a static wireless sensor test bed [2] have shown

hat dynamically configuring the FIB with unicast routes to the

ext hop, i.e., Reactive Optimistic Name-based Routing (RONR), can

educe radio transmissions during multi-hop communication by

0% compared to broadcast. However, neighbors may change in

obile networks and it remains open whether dynamically created

nicast faces are also efficient in mobile networks. 

.2.2. Delay-tolerant communication protocols 

Routing in delay-tolerant networks (DTN) [23] has been stud-

ed for more than a decade. Many DTN routing protocols [24] have

een proposed such as Epidemic Routing [25] , where a node copies

ts messages to all nodes that it encounters, Spray-and-Wait [ 26 ],

hich limits the number of forwarded copies, or prediction-based

orwarding based on the history of past encounters [27] . In recent

ears, increasingly more DTN routing protocols rely on social char-

cteristics [28] to improve message delivery. Based on neighbor

iscovery [29] , nodes can create a contact graph to detect commu-

ities as well as extract centrality, similarity and friendship charac-

eristics for more efficient forwarding. However, mapping contacts

o social relations is complex and DTN routing performance heavily

epends on how the mapping (contact aggregation) is performed

30] . 
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.006 
By targeting named data rather than node endpoints, ICN can

upport efficient DTN communication enabling requesters to re-

rieve desired content quickly from any neighboring device (if the

ontent is available). CEDO [31] is a first approach to extend CCNx

ith DTN functionality. Interests stay in the PIT until they are sat-

sfied. Whenever a contact is detected, a message that summarizes

ll pending Interests is transmitted. A receiver of such a message

ends back all Data messages that it has in the cache. Regular In-

erest forwarding via FIB is disabled. Another approach [32] in-

roduces the concept of logical faces for communication in disas-

er scenarios. It assumes that communities (location where con-

ent can be retrieved and from where Interests have originated)

re static and mobile mules forward messages between communi-

ies. Logical faces are used to map communities to physical inter-

aces. Whenever mules reach communities, the corresponding log-

cal faces become active and Data can be retrieved based on PIT

nformation. 

Both approaches [31,32] keep Interest messages in the PIT until

odes encounter the desired content source or community. How-

ver, CCN content may contain multiple segments, which need to

e requested individually and, typically, the requester does not

now the content size until receiving the last segment. Thus, a

equester does not know how many Interests are required to re-

rieve the content and there is no immediate feedback when con-

ent transfer is finished (delay-tolerant retrieval via data mules). If

oo few Interests are forwarded by a requester, a data mule may

ot retrieve the complete content and may need to travel sev-

ral times between communities. Too many Interests, however, re-

ult in inefficient PIT memory management. Since both approaches

31,32] modify CCN message structures and message processing at

he CCND, they are incompatible to CCN routing protocols for well-

onnected networks. 

Traditional opportunistic and delay-tolerant networking ap- 

roaches use neighbor discovery [29,33] to detect neighbor devices

efore communication takes place. However, from an information-

entric perspective, it may be questionable whether device discov-

ry is required at all. The existence of neighbor devices does not

eveal any information about available content or a neighbor’s abil-

ty and willingness to perform certain tasks. Agent-based content

etrieval (ACR) enables information-centric delay-tolerant commu- 

ication as an application module. Then, the decision when to for-

ard Interests in sparse environments is provided by the applica-

ion module enabling more flexible application-specific connection

riteria. A node could transmit a request when it is interested in a

ontent object or service, and a neighbor node would only answer

become a contact) if it can satisfy the request. 

An initial design for ACR has been described and evaluated in

 small static testbed of three Android smart phones and a laptop

34] . In this work, we refine agent delegation and content notifica-

ion mechanisms for disrupted interactions, enable flexibility (and

xtensibility) by optional parameters and adapt message naming to

ollow the CCNx Basic Name Conventions [35] (see Section 3 ). Fur-

hermore, we integrate ACR with DU [22] and compare it to multi-

op routing in mobile networks with up to 100 mobile nodes. 

. Agent-based content retrieval for delay-tolerant 

ommunication 

In ACR, requesters can delegate content retrieval to agent

odes. In most cases, the exact content size may not be known.

ence, it is impossible to transfer a sufficient and not extensive

mount of Interests (for every content segment) to an agent (see

ection 2.2.2 ). However, this is not required since only the task to

etrieve content is transferred. Agents are implemented as appli-

ation modules and can perform content retrieval independently.

ater, after receiving a notification from the agent, the requester
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 2. Message Sequence during Agent Delegation. 

Fig. 3. Agent Delegation: a broadcast Exploration Interest from a requester may re- 

trieve multiple Exploration Data replies from different agents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Content Retrieval by agents: broadcast requests enable implicit content dis- 

covery, i.e. agents can find the content quickly at any neighbor node. 
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can regularly retrieve the content from the agent via multiple In-

terests. ACR is performed in three phases, which are described be-

low. 

3.1. Phase I: Agent delegation 

Agent delegation describes the process of finding an agent and

delegating content retrieval to it. The proposed agent delegation

sequence is presented in Fig. 2 . A requester broadcasts an Explo-

ration Interest with the prefix /ferrying , the content name < prefix >

and optional selection parameters, e.g., coordinates where the con-

tent may be found, to its one-hop neighbors. Agents have regis-

tered Interest filters for the prefix /ferrying at the CCND to receive

Exploration Interests. If agents have sufficient resources to perform

the task and agree with the optional parameters, they reply to an

Exploration Interest with Exploration Data appending their nodeID,

which uniquely identifies the agent, in the name. Since the Explo-

ration Interest is broadcast (see Fig. 3 ), the requester may receive

multiple Exploration Data replies from agents in one-hop distance.

The requester can then create an agent list by retrieving other

replies from its local cache (using Exploration Interests with Ex-

clude filters [19] that exclude already known nodeIDs). Exploration

Data has a short lifetime of only a few seconds to avoid usage of

old information from the cache. After a short delegation time (DT,

in our implementation: 2s), where additional responses may be re-

trieved from the cache, the requester can select an agent from the

agent list for delegation. Agent selection can be based on diverse

criteria such as social relations or past GPS traces. For example,

if a requester knows at which location or in which area desired

content can be found, it can indicate this as optional parameter

in Exploration Interests such that only agents who travel in this

area may respond. Since most smart phones nowadays store GPS

traces locally, an agent can simply examine it’s locally collected

GPS traces without requiring transmitting it or sharing it with oth-

ers. However, for the sake of simplicity, we randomly select agents

from the agent list in this paper and leave more sophisticated cri-

teria as well as multi-hop agent selection algorithms for future

work. 
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.006 
The requester sends a Delegation Interest to the selected agent

sing its nodeID, a jobID, an expiration time and optional param-

ters such as the notification type push or pull (previous work

34] used only pull notifications). The jobID is used in the notifica-

ion phase (see below) and the expiration time limits the duration

hat an agent is looking for the content. As a last step, the agent

as to confirm the delegation with an acknowledgment (ACK). The

ast step is required to ensure that the agent has received the del-

gation and has not moved away, i.e., without acknowledgment (as

n previous work [34] ) a requester may wait infinitely long for con-

ent if the agent has never received the delegation. Agent delega-

ion can be performed to one or multiple redundant agents up to

n agent limit (maximum number of delegated agents). 

.2. Phase II: Content retrieval 

After agent delegation, the agent can find and retrieve content

or the requester by periodic Interests (Interest probing, in our im-

lementation: every 1s). Since neighbor nodes may change, static

nicast faces to content sources cannot be configured and commu-

ication needs to be performed via broadcast. Broadcast requests

nable implicit content discovery [36] as illustrated in Fig. 4 , i.e., a

roadcast request can address multiple nodes at the same time but

nly a content source, which holds the desired content, will reply.

ontent retrieval can also be performed via Dynamic Unicast [22] ,

here content requests are transmitted via broadcast only until a

ontent source is found. Then, subsequent Interests are addressed

ia unicast to the same content source until it becomes unavail-

ble. Although content retrieval can be performed via opportunistic

ne-hop or multi-hop communication, we limit the scope of ACR

equests in our current implementation to one-hop and leave eval-

ations of multi-hop for future work. 

Content retrieval is performed in two steps. First, the agent re-

olves the content version. Second, as soon as a version has been

ound, content retrieval can start. To persistently store the content

nd keep the publisher’s original signatures, the agent delegates

ontent retrieval to it’s local repository, which is an independent

pplication that retrieves and persistently stores desired content.

nteractions between local applications and repositories (via inter-

al faces through the CCND) follow the repository protocol [37] .

e have extended the repository protocol i) to check whether the

ontent has been retrieved completely and ii) to resume incom-

lete content retrievals from where they have stopped in case of

isruptions. When content retrieval is complete, the notification

hase starts. 

.3. Phase III: Content notification 

When an agent has retrieved the content, it can notify the re-

uester via push or pull notifications. Then, after receiving a noti-

cation, the requester can retrieve the content from the agent. The

ecision which notification type to use is made by the requester
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 5. Message Sequence for Push and Pull Notification. 

Fig. 6. Agent Delegation and Content Delivery through access points at different 

locations: the access points can coordinate each other via wired link (dashed line). 

Fig. 7. Push Notifications by agents: after reception, requesters can start content 

downloads. 
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Fig. 8. Pull Notifications by requesters: agents reply with Notification Responses if 

they have retrieved the content. 
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uring agent delegation. Both notification types are based on the

ssumption that agents meet requesters again after a while. How-

ver, agent delegation and content delivery can also be at different

ocations as long as both locations can communicate and coordi-

ate with each other. For example, Fig. 6 shows two access points,

hich are placed along a road. The access points are connected to

ach other via wired link (dashed line). Then, if an access points

an not cover the entire road, agent delegation may be performed

t one access point and content delivery may be performed at an-

ther access point further down the road, while agents can collect

nformation in-between. 

.3.1. Push notification 

As soon as an agent has retrieved the content, it can start the

otification phase by periodically transmitting push notifications

see Fig. 7 ). When the requester receives the push notification, it

an start retrieving the content from the agent. 

Fig. 5 a illustrates the message sequence for push notifications.

ush notifications are Interest messages with the prefix /notify ,

he jobID (see agent delegation) and the content version. Further-

ore, agents may add additional parameters for content retrieval,
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.006 
.g., their nodeIDs. In our implementation, we use IP addresses as

odeIDs but also other node identifiers, e.g., MAC addresses or de-

criptive names, are possible. NodeIDs are required such that re-

uesters can create direct unicast faces to agents to retrieve con-

ent with a higher throughput, i.e., there are no broadcast delays

uring unicast communication and rate adaptation mechanisms

re supported. Thus, in contrast to [8] , nodeIDs are only used to

reate unicast faces to neighbor nodes but they are not included

nto CCN messages. As soon as content retrieval has finished, the

equester notifies the agent ( DONE flag) indicating that no more

otifications are required. 

.3.2. Pull notification 

Pull notifications are based on periodic Notification Requests

ransmitted by requesters followed by Notification Responses

ransmitted by agents if they have retrieved the content (see

ig. 8 ). The message sequence is shown in Fig. 5 b. Agents that have

ompleted content retrieval can register an Interest filter in the

obID to receive Notification Requests, i.e., Interests for the jobID.

hen, as soon as an agent comes into the requester’s transmission

ange and receives the Notification Request, it can respond with a

otification Response containing the content version and option-

lly the nodeID (for direct content retrieval similar to push noti-

cations). Since multiple agents may be delegated with the same

obID for redundancy, a requester can retrieve notifications from

ny agent in its neighborhood with one message. 

After a requester has finished content retrieval from an

gent, it can notify the agent (via extensible command marker

35] %C1.A.done ) to delete the job and release the resources for

ther jobs. 

Please note that push notifications have a larger size than pull

otifications (in our implementation push notifications are around

5 bytes larger) because they contain all information to retrieve

ontent (e.g., nodeID, content version). Pull notifications can be

hort because additional information is only transmitted if re-

uester and agent meet. 

. Dynamic unicast for multi-hop content retrieval 

ACR can be combined with multi-hop routing. For example, re-

uesters could find agents or agents could find content sources,

hich are multiple hops away. Furthermore, ACR may not be re-

uired at all in dense environments because requesters can re-

rieve content directly via multi-hop communication. In this sec-

ion, we describe multi-hop DU, which is an extension to one-hop

U [22] and an alternative to multi-hop broadcast communication.

.1. Prefix registration 

Requesters can find agents or content sources by flooding In-

erests for the desired content. To enable flooding for arbitrary

ontent names, we slightly modified CCNx such that Interests are
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Table 1 

Evaluation Parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Wireless standard IEEE 802.11g, 2.4GHz 

Modulation ERP-OFDM, 

min. data rate: 6Mbps 

max. data rate: 54Mbps 

Propagation loss model Log distance 

with exponent: 3.0 

Reference loss: 40.0dB 

Energy detection threshold –86.0dBm 

CCA Model threshold –90.0dBm 

Mobility circular mobility 

regular: 1.0–1.4m/s, node pause: 0-30s 

slow: 0.7 -1.0m/s, node pause: 0-1200s 

fast: 10.0–14.0m/s, node pause: 0-30s 

Circle radius 250m (circumference: 1570.8m) 

375m (circumference: 2356.19m) 

500m (circumference: 3141.59m) 

Nodes 1 static requester, 1–3 static sources 

mobile nodes: 5–100 

agent limit: 1, 5, 10 

agent delegation: every 10s up to limit 

File sizes 0.5MB, 1MB, 5MB, 10MB, 20MB 

segment size: 4096 bytes 

Fig. 9. Evaluation Topologies. 
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transmitted via a broadcast face if there is no FIB entry configured.

Agents or content sources answer broadcast Interests with broad-

cast Data responses such that other sources can detect and sup-

press duplicate transmissions. Then, unicast FIB forwarding entries

can be configured by Data messages on the reverse path (content

name without segment number and IP address of the previous hop

as nodeID). 

4.2. Forwarding strategies 

To retrieve content over multiple hops, we define the following

two FIB forwarding strategies. 

4.2.1. Single face forwarding (SFF) 

Every Interest is first forwarded over the “best” face and if

nothing has been received, it is forwarded via broadcast (fallback).

If a unicast face is available, it is the best face (priority over broad-

cast). If multiple unicast faces are available, the face that was (suc-

cessfully) used for the previous Interest is considered the best face.

4.2.2. Parallel faces forwarding (PFF) 

Similar to SFF, Interests are forwarded first via unicast faces.

Different from SFF, Interests are always forwarded over all avail-

able unicast faces in parallel and not only over one (“the best”)

face. If nothing has been received in return, the Interest is sent via

broadcast (fallback). 

4.3. Route updates and path breaks 

Unicast routes may break quickly in mobile multi-hop envi-

ronments since neighboring nodes may see each other only for a

short time. Since Interests transmitted over broken paths increase

message overhead and transmission times (if alternative paths ex-

ist), expired forwarding information needs to be removed quickly.

Therefore, we set the lifetime of dynamically configured FIB entries

to only five seconds, i.e., slightly more than the default Interest

lifetime of four seconds. By that, retransmissions (in case of colli-

sions) can still be satisfied from nearby caches while broken paths

expire quickly. Whenever a Data message is received over a config-

ured face, the lifetime of the corresponding FIB entry is extended.

If the configured FIB entry expires, another Interest needs to be

broadcast according to the fallback strategy. This enables nodes to

establish new paths to potentially closer content sources. 

Thus, multi-hop DU can exploit all three CCN memory compo-

nents of the CCND. First, Interests are forwarded based on dynami-

cally configured FIB entries depending on content source availabil-

ity (flexibility). Second, Interests from multiple requesters can be

merged and aggregated in the PIT of forwarder nodes such that

only a fraction of all Interests need to be forwarded to a content

source (scalability). Third, received Data messages are kept in the

cache for a short time such that retransmissions (in case of colli-

sions) can be satisfied from intermediate caches (reliability). 

5. Evaluation 

We have implemented agent-based content retrieval (ACR) and

Dynamic Unicast (DU) in CCNx 0.8.2 [13] and compared it to multi-

hop broadcast communication using standard CCNx (as reference

since dynamically created unicast paths may have only a limited

lifetime in mobile scenarios). To enable multi-hop broadcast com-

munication, we have configured two broadcast faces that can be

used for Interest forwarding in alternating order as described in

[38] . By that, a received Interest on one face can be forwarded

(at most once) on the other face if it has not yet been received

by another node before (no existing PIT entry). The evaluation has

been performed with NS3-DCE [14] on a Linux cluster [15] . By that,
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.006 
e deploy the same source code on simulated nodes that would

un on real mobile devices. Although this evaluation method in-

roduces limitations in terms of network size and simulation time,

e believe that it increases accuracy and practical relevance of our

valuations. 

.1. Scenarios and configuration 

The evaluation parameters are listed in Table 1 . Every node has

n IEEE 802.11g wireless interface and we use a log distance prop-

gation loss model. With the selected parameters, the transmission

ange is approximately 130 m (outdoor scenario). The data rate is

dapted automatically based on the distance between two nodes,

.e., the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

Human mobility follows cycles among different points of inter-

st, e.g., work and home, by traveling on urban roads or using pub-

ic transportation systems. In our evaluations, we consider circular

obility, where (CCN capable) nodes move with different veloci-

ies on a circle. Fig. 9 shows the evaluation topologies for a hiker

nd a vehicular scenario. Mobile nodes are randomly distributed

n the circle and move with velocities within a specified range de-

ending on the scenarios described below. Node pauses specify in-

ividual occasional breaks (randomly selected within the specified

ntervals in Table 1 ), where nodes do not move. Although mobile

odes return to the requester in our evaluations, this is not neces-
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 10. Number of Push and Pull Notification Messages for a Varying Number of 

Mobile Nodes. 
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arily required as described in Section 3.3 . For ACR, every mobile

ode is an agent. Requesters can delegate content retrieval to mo-

ile nodes (agents), at best effort every 10s until the agent limit,

.e., the maximum number of delegated agents, has been reached.

f there is no agent available due to low node density, agent dele-

ation is postponed by five seconds. 

Since end-to-end paths (for multi-hop communication) can be

isrupted, we use a content retrieval application [39] that persis-

ently stores received segments at requesters. Then, even in case

f long disruptions (when cached content may be deleted), con-

ent downloads can always be resumed by requesters from where

hey were stopped. Different from agents, requesters do not need

o provide persistently stored content to others but can store it

rivately (not in the repository). Still, received Data messages are

tored temporarily in caches of intermediate nodes enabling quick

etransmissions. 

Every configuration has been evaluated in 100 different simula-

ion runs. 

.1.1. Hiker scenario 

In the hiker scenario ( Fig. 9 a), we place a static requester and

 static content source on opposite sides of the circle to ensure

ulti-hop communication. Consider a round trip hiking trail to

he top of a mountain. At the top, there is a content source, e.g.,

 solar powered sensor node that is gathering data (e.g., weather

ata, web cam snapshot etc.). At the start of the trail there is the

ourist office, which is interested in the sensor data. Since there

s no direct connection between tourist office and sensor, multi-

op routing or ACR needs to be applied. Hikers travel with regu-

ar pedestrian speeds of 1.0–1.4 m/s on the trail and make a short

reak from time to time to enjoy the view or take a picture, i.e.,

ode pause times of 0–30 s. In addition, there are lazy hikers, who

ravel with slower speeds of 0.7–1.0 m/s and make longer breaks

etween 0s and 1200s. 

.1.2. Vehicular scenario 

The vehicular scenario ( Fig. 9 b) is similar to the hiker scenario

ut nodes move with vehicular speeds of 10.0–14.0 m/s result-

ng in significantly shorter contact times between nodes. There-

ore, two additional redundant content sources are placed on the

ircle, e.g., access points that are connected to the Internet, such

hat requester and content sources are in equidistance (1/4 cir-

umference) to each other. Then, if content retrieval from one con-

ent source is disrupted, it can be resumed from another content

ource. Consider for example travelers on a safari in a wildlife park.

hile moving in their cars, travelers may collect sensor informa-

ion from their surroundings (e.g., images from animal surveillance

ameras). From time to time, travelers make short stops to watch

nimals more closely and they can deliver collected information

t the exit when leaving the park. Other mobility examples may

nclude public transportation systems or mail delivery services in

rban areas, where users follow a specific route and then return

ack. 

.2. Push vs. pull notifications 

We first evaluate the notification types for ACR with one-hop

roadcast in the hiker scenario. Fig. 10 shows the notification mes-

ages (y-axis) transmitted via push and pull notifications when all

odes move with regular speeds (1.0–1.4 m/s) on a circle with ra-

ius 250 m. We evaluate the performance for different numbers of

odes (x-axis) in the network resulting in different node densities.

Fig. 10 shows that the number of pull notifications stays ap-

roximately constant independent of the number of delegated

gents (agent limit) because one pull request can retrieve content
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.006 
rom any agent node in the vicinity. However, more push notifi-

ations are required if the number of delegated agents increases

ecause each agent transmits them individually. Furthermore, the

umber of push notifications increases with more mobile nodes

agents) in the network because agents can be delegated faster,

.e., agents can be delegated shortly after each other such that

hey start their notification phases approximately at the same time.

f fewer mobile nodes are available, agent delegation takes more

ime, i.e., some agents may have already returned the content to

he requester before other agents have retrieved the content and

tarted their notification phases. 

For 10 delegated agents out of 50 mobile nodes, push notifi-

ations result on average in 3.8 times more notification messages

han pull notifications. However, if there is only one delegated

gent, pull notifications result in 87% more messages than push

otifications. This is because we start pull notification requests im-

ediately after delegating the first agent (no assumptions when

ontent is retrieved), while push notifications start only after the

gent has retrieved the content. Thus, pull notifications are trans-

itted for a longer time. However, optimizations for pull notifi-

ations are possible by estimating the time for agents to retrieve

ontent and return back. As a rule of thumb, we can say that pull

otifications should be used if content retrieval is delegated to

ore than one agent (fewer notifications) and push notifications

re more efficient for delegations to one agent (since notifications

tart only after the agent has retrieved the content). 

Please recall that pull notifications are smaller because addi-

ional information is only transmitted if requester and agent meet

hile push notifications contain all information to retrieve content

see Section 3.3 ). When considering the sizes of transmitted mes-

ages for one agent, pull notifications result in only 25% (or 5.5

B) more traffic (not optimized case). Thus, if notification messages

eed to be transmitted periodically, pull notifications are favorable

n terms of message size compared to push notifications. In the re-

ainder of this paper, we only use pull notifications. 

.3. Agent-based vs. multi-hop content retrieval 

We compare ACR with one-hop broadcast requests against

ulti-hop communication (broadcast and DU with SFF or PFF), on

 circular topology with a radius of 250 m. For that, we define the

ime until a requester has retrieved desired content as content re-

rieval time . Fig. 11 shows content retrieval times for a 1MB file

y-axis) for different numbers of nodes in the network (x-axis). In

his scenario, 75% of the nodes move with slow speeds and make

ong breaks and only 25% of the nodes move with regular speeds

hiker scenario, cf. Table 1 ). The horizontal area between the dot-

ed lines denotes the min./max. traveling times of an agent around

he circle (regular speed, no pause time). 

Fig. 11 illustrates that ACR retrieval times mostly depend on the

odes’ mobility characteristics while multi-hop communication de-

ends on the number of nodes (density) in the network. If con-
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 11. Content Retrieval Times of a Requester on a Circle Topology with 250m 

Radius, 75% Slow Nodes and 25% Regular Nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Content Retrieval Times of a Requester for Varying Path Lengths and Dif- 

ferent Node Densities. 
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tent retrieval is delegated to only one agent, there is a high risk

that it is a slow node (since most nodes are slow in this scenario)

resulting in long content retrieval times. However, by delegating

content retrieval to multiple redundant agents, i.e., in this scenario

five agents are enough, the impact of slow nodes becomes negligi-

ble. Furthermore, we can observe that ACR is successful with any

number of nodes while multi-hop communication is only possible

for 20 and 50 nodes. 

Scenarios with 20 nodes correspond to an average distance of

78.5 m between nodes, which we define as intermediate node den-

sity , and scenarios with 50 nodes correspond to an average dis-

tance of 31.4 m between nodes, which we define as high node

density . Although communication with both node densities is ex-

pected to work well (transmission range of 130 m), this is not the

case as Fig. 11 shows. For 20 nodes, ACR with five agents results

in 59% (median) shorter content retrieval times than multi-hop

broadcast and requires only 13% (median) more time than DU with

SFF or PFF. However, multi-hop communication experiences a large

variability for this node density. If nodes are favorably clustered

between requester and content source, multi-hop communication

performs better than ACR while it performs worse if this is not the

case (long disruption periods). For 50 nodes, the node density is

high enough such that multi-hop communication is always faster

than ACR. In this case, multi-hop broadcast results in 2.9 times

faster transmission than ACR (with five agents) and multi-hop DU

in even 44 times (PFF) or 55 times (SFF) faster transmission than

ACR. 

Furthermore, we can observe that multi-hop DU (with SFF or

PFF) performs significantly better than multi-hop broadcast. This

is due to two main reasons. First, since broadcast requests are

addressed to all nodes of a node’s vicinity, broadcast transmis-

sions need to be delayed to enable duplicate suppression. In multi-

hop communication, these delays have a significant impact on

throughput because they are added at every hop. In our evalua-

tions, we used the default broadcast delay (CCNx data pause) of

10 ms, and larger values resulted in significantly worse perfor-

mance. Only broadcast communication requires these delays since

unicast requests address nodes directly. Second, the data rate for

unicast transmissions can be adapted dynamically based on the

distance between two nodes, i.e., based on the signal-to-noise ra-

tio (SNR). For broadcast communication, however, the data rate can

not be adapted and is usually set to the lowest supported rate (see

Table 1 ). Although only a few nodes receive content via unicast,

multi-hop DU can still exploit caching, i.e., if a multi-hop path

breaks, Interests do not need to be retransmitted over the entire

path (in most of the cases) since Data can be retrieved from a mo-

bile node’s cache, i.e., where the path broke. 

Fig. 11 shows that ACR can be combined with multi-hop DU,

e.g., a requester could initially try to retrieve content via multi-

hop communication and only switch to ACR if nothing can be re-

ceived. In very sparse or very dense environments, the combina-

tion is straightforward. For example, for 5 or 10 nodes in Fig. 11 ,
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c

(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.006 
ulti-hop DU does not work and a requester could switch to ACR

fter a few expired content requests. Similarly, for 50 nodes a re-

uester could directly retrieve the content via multi-hop DU such

hat ACR is not required. However, in dynamic and time-varying

nvironments, i.e., neither permanently dense nor sparse, the com-

ination becomes more complex and requires further investigation.

n particular, it needs to be studied how long a requester should

ry to find an alternative path in case of a disruption before con-

ent retrieval is delegated to an agent. 

.4. Agent-based vs. multi-hop content retrieval for higher node 

ensities 

In this section, we compare ACR with one-hop broadcast re-

uests to multi-hop communication for increasing path lengths

ith intermediate and high node densities. All nodes are moving

ith regular speeds of 1.0–1.4 m/s (hiker scenario). 

.4.1. Content retrieval times 

Fig. 12 shows content retrieval times for a 1MB file (y-axis) for

oth node densities and varying path lengths (x-axis). The path

ength indicates the minimum number of required hops between

equester and content source, i.e., seven hops for a circle radius of

50 m, 10 hops for a circle radius of 375 m and 13 hops for a cir-

le radius of 500 m. To keep the same node densities, we increased

he number of mobile nodes accordingly, e.g., from 50 to 75 nodes

375 m radius) and to 100 nodes (500 m radius). 

Fig. 12 a shows content retrieval times for the intermediate

ode density. For seven hops, ACR performs better than multi-

op broadcast and similar to multi-hop DU (median values) as

een in the previous subsection. However, with increasing path

ength, multi-hop communication becomes significantly worse. For

3 hops, multi-hop content retrieval via broadcast can not be com-

leted during six hours (our maximum simulation time), i.e., in

7% of the simulation runs requesters retrieve up to 11% of the

ontent, while in 23% of the runs they do not retrieve a single seg-

ent. The performance is only slightly better with multi-hop DU

ecause continuous end-to-end paths are only available for a short

ime, i.e., only in 5% of the runs requesters could retrieve the com-

lete content. The PFF strategy results in slightly shorter content
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 13. Interest and Data Overhead of Mobile Nodes for a High Node Density and 

Varying Path Lengths. 
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etrieval times than SFF for long path lengths due to better path

edundancy. However, for intermediate node densities, multi-hop

ommunication with more than seven hops is barely successful or

equires a lot of time. Thus, ACR should be preferred for long path

engths in such scenarios. 

Fig. 12 b shows content retrieval times for the high node density.

ven for long path lengths, multi-hop communication is always

uccessful and significantly faster than ACR. This is mainly due to

he fact that end-to-end path availability is more stable and agents

eed to travel the entire path before delivering content. We can

onfirm path stability by observing the number of path breaks and

esume operations. For 13 hops with high node density ( Fig. 12 b),

pproximately five resume operations were necessary on average

ith broadcast, while for the intermediate node density ( Fig. 12 a)

lready 25 resume operations were required for seven hops and

ore than 100 resume operations for 10 hops (a 1MB file has 251

egments). Strategies to combine ACR with DU should, therefore,

ot only depend on mobility patterns, e.g., node velocity and den-

ity, but also on the number of disruptions in relation to the size

f already received partial files. 

.4.2. Transmitted messages 

Multi-hop DU establishes a path between requester and con-

ent source such that only nodes on the path receive and forward

essages, while for multi-hop broadcast all nodes receive mes-

ages and decide individually whether they forward them or not.

n contrast, for ACR only delegated agents retrieve content and de-

iver it to requesters. To compare the message overhead of all three

chemes, we define the message overhead of Interest and Data

essages as follows 

 v erhead = 

(∑ N 
i =1 m i 

N 

)(
1 

S 

)
, (1)

here N is the number of nodes in the network, m i is the num-

er of messages sent by node i and S is the content size (num-

er of segments). The left component in Eq. 1 denotes the average

umber of messages transmitted by a node. The average number

s normalized by the number of segments (right component) to re-

ate it to the number of required messages (segments). We have

valuated the message overhead separately for content sources, re-

uesters and mobile forwarder nodes (agents). Every configuration

as been evaluated in 100 different runs and the boxplots show

he message overhead of all simulation runs. Because multi-hop

ontent retrieval does not always complete for intermediate node

ensities within the simulation time of six hours, we only show

esults for high node densities in the rest of this paper. 

Fig. 13 a shows the Interest overhead (y-axis) for different path

engths (x-axis). ACR with only one delegated agent results in the

owest Interest overhead because only one agent needs to send In-

erests to probe for the content while for multi-hop communica-

ion, Interests are forwarded by multiple nodes. With an increasing

umber of delegated agents, the number of transmitted Interests

ncreases accordingly because agents probe for content indepen-

ently. However, even for 10 delegated agents, mobile nodes send

n average 50% fewer Interests than with multi-hop broadcast. 

Multi-hop DU results in significantly fewer Interest transmis-

ions than multi-hop broadcast because Interests are only trans-

itted on established paths and not flooded. Similarly, DU with

FF results in fewer Interest transmissions than DU with PFF be-

ause Interests are only forwarded over a single path and not mul-

iple paths. Up to four agent delegations, ACR results in fewer In-

erest transmissions than multi-hop DU with SFF, but ACR requires

ore Interests than multi-hop DU with SFF for five agent delega-

ions or more. 

While Interest messages are rather small (around 50 bytes),

ata messages have a bigger impact on network traffic because
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c
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hey are significantly larger (around 4500 bytes). Fig. 13 b illustrates

he Data overhead (y-axis) for different path lengths (x-axis). For

CR with one delegated agent, the Data overhead is negligible be-

ause only one agent needs to deliver the content to the requester.

he Data overhead of multi-hop broadcast is high (mobile nodes

ransmit on average 50% of all Data messages), but the Data over-

ead can be reduced by a factor of three when using multi-hop DU

independent of the strategy) instead of multi-hop broadcast. 

The Data overhead of ACR with 5 and 10 delegated agents is

ather high in this scenario due to the high node density. Because

gents can be delegated quickly after each other, they arrive at

he content source approximately at the same time. Broadcast re-

uests from some agents may, therefore, be satisfied by the con-

ent source or other agents, which have requested the content al-

eady. This illustrates the importance for efficient agent delegation

o a minimum number of agents depending on environmental con-

itions and application requirements. In fact, there is a tradeoff

etween content retrieval time, i.e., how fast content can be re-

rieved in an arbitrary environment, and redundant message trans-

issions. This tradeoff is inherent to any existing DTN routing ap-

roach [24] such as Epidemic Routing [25] or Spray-and-Wait [26] .

owever, even for five delegated agents, the Data overhead of ACR

s similar or lower (for an increasing path length) than for DU with

FF. The Data overhead decreases with ACR for an increasing path

ength since more nodes are required to maintain a high node den-

ity, i.e., only delegated agents transmit messages, while the Data

verhead stays rather constant (or increases slightly due to retrans-

issions) with multi-hop DU. 

.5. Agent-based vs. multi-hop content retrieval for multiple content 

ources and varying file sizes 

Contact times between nodes decrease for faster node veloci-

ies. In this section, we evaluate the vehicular scenario (for a high

ode density) with three redundant content sources and node ve-

ocities of 10.0–14.0 m/s. Due to short contact times to content

ources, we evaluate ACR with one-hop DU requests (in contrast to

CR with one-hop broadcast requests in previous subsections) and

ompare it to multi-hop communication. If an agent cannot com-
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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Fig. 14. Content Retrieval Times of a Requester for Different File Sizes and Circle 

Radii. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Data Overhead of Content Sources for Different File Sizes and Circle Radii. 
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plete the content retrieval from one content source, it can resume

it from the next content source. 

5.5.1. Content retrieval times 

Fig. 14 a shows content retrieval times (y-axis) for different file

sizes (x-axis) on a circle with radius 250 m, i.e., at least four hops

from the requester to the next content source. 

The content retrieval times with ACR are rather constant inde-

pendent of the file sizes as long as they can be exchanged dur-

ing the short contact time between requester and agent. Although

contact times between nodes are short, i.e., a requester sees the

same next hop for only 9–13 seconds (and the complete path is

valid for a much shorter time), multi-hop DU performs signifi-

cantly better than multi-hop broadcast. ACR is faster than multi-

hop DU for larger files, i.e., 5MB and more, while multi-hop DU

results in shorter content retrieval times for smaller files (1MB

and less). Evaluations with slightly larger circle radii, e.g., 375 m

(five hops) in Fig. 14 b, look similar, but multi-hop DU requires 2–

4 times longer for five hops compared to four hops while multi-

hop broadcast requires only 38% more time for five hops com-

pared to four hops. For large circle radii, e.g., 500 m (seven hops)

in Fig. 14 c, multi-hop DU performs similar to multi-hop broadcast

because paths expire quickly, i.e., only 8–10 messages are trans-

mitted on average before a path expires. Consequently, DU with

PFF performs slightly better than DU with SFF (lower maximum

values due to path redundancy). However, in such scenarios, ACR

performs generally better than multi-hop communication (except

for very small files below 1MB). 
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c
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.5.2. Transmitted messages 

Fig. 15 a shows the average Data overhead of all three content

ources for a circle radius of 250 m. 

While ACR results in (almost) perfect efficiency, i.e., a content

ource has a Data overhead of only 33%, multi-hop broadcast com-

unication is very inefficient because every content source sends

ore than 90% of all Data messages. With multi-hop DU almost

erfect efficiency can be obtained, i.e., only 2–3% more Data mes-

ages are transmitted by content sources compared to ACR. Conse-

uently, the number of Data messages forwarded by mobile nodes

n the network is also significantly lower with multi-hop DU com-

ared to multi-hop broadcast. Figs. 15 b and 15 c show the same

valuations for larger circle radii of 375 m and 500 m. Compared

o a circle radius of 250 m, broadcast Data transmissions by con-

ent sources decrease by 17% (375 m) and by 24% (500 m) be-

ause of longer path lengths, i.e., the probability that some paths

reak and not all Interests are forwarded to all content sources in-

reases. However, for DU with SFF and PFF the situation is differ-

nt. Path breaks result in more Interest transmissions via broad-

ast, which address all content sources (since broadcast is the fall-

ack strategy). For DU with SFF and PFF, Data transmissions by

ontent sources increase by 6% for a circle radius of 375 m instead

f 250 m and even by 17% (SFF) or 12% (PFF) for a circle radius

f 500 m instead of 250 m. For long paths, PFF requires slightly

ewer Data transmissions than SFF due to a higher path redun-

ancy (fewer fallbacks to broadcast). Furthermore, although con-

ent retrieval with multi-hop DU requires approximately the same

ime than multi-hop broadcast (cf. Fig. 14 c), Fig. 15 c shows that

ulti-hop DU still results in fewer Data transmissions than multi-
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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op broadcast. This indicates that multi-hop DU experiences many

imeout periods, where Interests are not forwarded due to path

reaks and can not be retransmitted until they expire (the default

nterest lifetime is four seconds). Thus, to quickly react to path

reaks and increase throughput of multi-hop DU, adaptive Inter-

st lifetimes [40] based on measured round-trip times (RTTs) may

e beneficial. 

For ACR, the path length has no significant impact on the

umber of Data transmissions by content sources but the con-

act time to content sources does. Therefore, we have also eval-

ated the overhead of ACR with one-hop DU when retrieving large

les from multiple content sources, i.e., resume operations. How-

ver, the overhead is negligible, e.g., for a download of 60MB

15,0 0 0 segments) at a mobile speed of 14 m/s from three con-

ent sources only 5–8 more segments need to be transmitted by

ontent sources (because the agent is out of range for reception)

nd agents send 10–15 more Interest messages via unicast (be-

ause disruptions can not be detected instantaneously). 

. Lessons learned 

.1. Push vs. pull notification 

After an agent has completed content retrieval, it needs to no-

ify the requester. We have observed that pull notifications are

ore efficient for multiple delegated agents since one message can

ddress multiple agents at the same time. In addition, pull notifica-

ions are rather small, i.e., they request additional information only

hen a suitable agent is in range, such that they result in less net-

ork traffic than push notifications. On the downside, a requester

eeds to transmit pull notifications without knowing whether an

gent has already retrieved the content, while push notifications

re only transmitted by agents after finding the content. Thus, for

ull notifications, a requester needs to estimate when to start re-

uesting notifications (or just start after delegating the first agent).

.2. Agent selection and delegation 

When delegating agents, there is a tradeoff between content re-

rieval time and message overhead. Thus, it is important to keep

he number of delegated agents at the lowest possible level which

till enables reasonably fast content retrieval. In our current im-

lementation, all agents are delegated in short time intervals to

uickly retrieve content even in the presence of many slow nodes.

n alternative (more conservative) strategy could be to delegate

ontent retrieval to more agents only after a much larger time in-

erval, e.g., based on estimations when an agent might return (past

xperiences). 

Furthermore, the quality of agent selection can be improved

ith additional information. Currently, we select agents in a re-

uester’s neighborhood randomly. Other options for more efficient

gent selection may be based on social criteria, e.g., social inter-

ctions [41] or reputation [28] , past experiences, e.g., overheard

ontent [38] or past GPS traces [42] , or based on hybrid ap-

roaches [43,44] , where potential agents are discovered from a

entral server (when connected to the Internet) for later usage

hen disconnected from the Internet. 

.3. Impact of path length 

In dense environments, multi-hop DU results in faster content

etrieval times than ACR. Yet, if only a few agents are delegated,

CR has a lower message overhead because only selected agents

eed to transmit messages while for multi-hop communication ev-

ry node on the path forwards messages. For ACR, the message
Please cite this article as: C. Anastasiades et al., Information-centric c
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verhead decreases with increasing path length while it stays con-

tant (or slightly increases due to retransmissions) for multi-hop

U. 

In general, multi-hop DU performs better than broadcast com-

unication for long path lengths because no broadcast delays (for

uplicate suppression) are required during unicast communication.

ence, breaking of symmetric Interest-Data forwarding paths is no

ssue because Data can be returned quickly (within milliseconds),

..e, the topology has not changed much. 

.4. Impact of node velocity 

DU with SFF is more efficient than DU with PFF for pedes-

rian mobility with respect to content retrieval times and mes-

age transmissions. If nodes move with vehicular velocities, neigh-

oring nodes may see each other only for a short time. Thus, for

ong path lengths, multi-hop DU results in similar content retrieval

imes than multi-hop broadcast due to frequent path breaks (time-

uts and fallbacks to broadcast). In particular, DU with PFF per-

orms slightly better than DU with SFF for long paths due to higher

ath redundancy. 

Yet, ACR performs generally better than DU with either for-

arding strategy in high speed scenarios. To retrieve content in

ase of fast node velocities, it is crucial to detect available content

ources quickly. In our evaluations, agents periodically probed for

ontent (Interest probing) at a fixed rate of one Interest per second.

owever, Interest probing may be adapted based on node velocity,

.g., fewer Interests at lower speed, location or past experience to

inimize the Interest overhead. 

Furthermore, to increase throughput during short contact times,

CR can be combined with one-hop DU, which addresses Interests

after an initial broadcast) at a higher rate to the same content

ource until it becomes unavailable. We have seen that the over-

ead of one-hop DU for resume operations from multiple content

ources is negligible. 

.5. Combination of ACR and DU 

ACR and multi-hop DU perform differently under similar net-

ork conditions. In general, multi-hop DU performs better for con-

ent retrieval in dense environments and for small content ob-

ects while ACR performs better in sparse environments, for fast

ode velocities and for large content objects. Therefore, ACR and

ulti-hop DU can complement each other perfectly. In dense or

parse environments, the combination is straightforward, i.e., a re-

uester can try to retrieve content via multi-hop and delegate it

o an agent only if multi-hop content retrieval is not successful.

owever, in intermediate (neither dense nor sparse) environments,

he combination is more complex and requires further investiga-

ions. In particular, it needs to be explored how quickly a requester

hould delegate content retrieval to an agent after a disruption. If it

s delegated too early and connectivity would be re-gained quickly,

here may be redundant message transmissions. However, if a re-

uester waits a long time before delegating content retrieval to an

gent, the content retrieval time increases accordingly. 

.6. Security 

Delegating content retrieval to other nodes introduces various

ttack options, which have not been analyzed in this work. For ex-

mple, an agent should not retrieve malicious or illegal content for

ther users. To mitigate this threat, trust and reputation models

ay be established. Then, agents and requesters could exchange

heir identities and sign messages during agent delegations. 

Furthermore, the retrieved content should not be too large and

ll the agent’s complete memory. Therefore, requesters and agents
ontent retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, Computer Networks 
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can negotiate a maximum content size during agent delegation. If

the content is larger than an agent can handle, a requester needs

to delegate content retrieval to multiple agents, which request dif-

ferent parts of the content. An approach to do this may be based

on RC-NDN [45] , where content sources use Raptor codes to cre-

ate Data encodings. Without requiring coordination, agents can re-

trieve a certain number of Data encodings and deliver it to the re-

quester, where original content can be recovered after decoding. 

7. Conclusions 

We have described agent-based content retrieval (ACR) and

showed that delay-tolerance in information-centric networks (ICN)

can be supported without modifications to ICN message process-

ing. This enables seamless operation in well-connected and dis-

ruptive networks. Furthermore, we have shown that mobile ICN

communication does not require all messages to be transmitted

via broadcast. Dynamic Unicast (DU) has resulted in faster content

retrieval times than broadcast for slow and high node velocities

(up to a certain path length). Symmetric Interest-Data forwarding

paths have not been identified as limitation because Data messages

are returned within milliseconds, i..e, the topology has not changed

much. 

We have seen that node mobility is not necessarily a disad-

vantage for wireless communication and ICN provides the means

to exploit it. While multi-hop communication is faster with high

node densities, ACR is superior in low and intermediate node den-

sities where multi-hop communication does not work or results in

frequent disruptions. Furthermore, ACR is beneficial for large file

sizes and works well even under high mobility, where it can be

combined with one-hop DU. Although, in our scenarios, agents had

to return to the requester to deliver content, agent delegation and

content delivery can also be at different locations as long as both

locations can communicate and coordinate with each other. 

With our approach, multi-hop DU and ACR can be combined.

A requester could initially try to retrieve content via multi-hop

communication and only delegate retrieval to agents if nothing has

been found. Because all messages are stored in the same ICN mes-

sage format, requesters could also retrieve (via multiple hops) con-

tent from agents, which were delegated by other requesters. How-

ever, concrete mechanisms to combine multi-hop DU with ACR un-

der dynamic (time varying) network condition are still a subject

for more investigations. 
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